Advantages and controversies in the era of intrarenal volumetry.
Ultrasound is the preferred imaging modality in nephrology. In many kidney diseases, however, more accurate methods are needed to distinguish between relevant intrarenal structures. MRI could be a solution, although the use of MRI contrast has caused severe complications in some cases, and invasive kidney biopsies may follow, even though such small specimens traditionally provide inaccurate quantitative data. We evaluated the usefulness of MRI volumetry and quantitative kidney biopsies to assess glomerular number and volume as well as cortical volume. We specifically highlight an experimental study in which different MRI scans were performed in healthy pigs as well as pigs with unilateral ureteral obstruction to assess intrarenal volume. Single-kidney glomerular filtration rate (GFR) was measured using ureteral cannulation and (51)Cr-EDTA. Kidney biopsies were taken and evaluated employing stereological techniques to measure number and volume of glomeruli. Pigs were sacrificed and kidneys were removed for stereological analysis. Non-contrast-based MRI intrarenal volumes were - without significant difference to intrarenal volumes - obtained using contrast-enhanced MRI and ex vivo techniques. Kidney biopsies gave valid estimates regarding quantitative parameters, such as mean number and volume of glomeruli in the cortex. Different structural parameters correlated with kidney GFR with high, although varying, correlation coefficients. Non-contrast MRI is suitable for estimating intrarenal volumes in healthy and diseased kidneys. We advocate further research in diagnostic modalities combining MRI and biopsies. Major challenges are the cortical architecture and heterogeneous distribution of glomeruli within the kidney.